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Students are not known to get along well with elders  as their likes and dislikes are quite different.
They can be reckless at times and imaginative the very next moment. The concern of the authorities
in any institution should be to tap this energy and channelize it into creative grounds. Here are the
campus activities, though a little stereotypical, can go a long way to keep them interested.

Sports: Nothing can be as engaging as physical activity. Any kind of sports or games like cricket,
football, basket ball, badminton or tennis can go a long way to improve the health of he youngsters
and keep their body fit. And a healthy body almost always results in a healthy mind. The institutions
have their own fields and courts and they are also investing heavily into a lot of new age equipments.

Art and Craft: Those who have a creative and artistic bent  of mind can be initiated into art and craft
like drawing, sculpting and handiwork. They will find an outlet to express themselves. Many
institutions are now opening activities like photography as well so that technology and learning can
go hand in hand. Regular exhibitions are also held.

Music: The notion of music, whether it be singing or playing any instrument and even dance, is great
soul soothers. One can know the entire meaning of life if one understands the notes of music.
Playing musical instruments like the violin, piano or the guitar are now in the curriculum of many
institutions today and children are enrolling with a lot of interest.

So here are some of the the campus activities that can be tried out. They will definitely be helpful for
their overall development.
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For more information on a student activities, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a campus activities!
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